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Introduction
Welcome to the MR body imaging service!
We hope that you learn a lot and enjoy your time on this rotation.
Although body MR is exciting, challenging, and fun, it can also be intimidating.
There are seemingly innumerable variables, technical parameters, options, and
terminology to learn. In our opinion, body MR is the single most intellectually challenging
discipline in diagnostic imaging.
The following guide discusses some basic principles of body MR imaging and is
intended as a supplement to the handout on MR imaging protocols. We hope that this
guide will help make MR imaging less mysterious and intimidating and more fun.
The guide is a work in progress. It is intended to evolve, become more complete,
and hopefully to improve as experience is accrued. We welcome and encourage you to
contribute to this guide and to the protocols handout by giving us feedback, constructive
criticism, and suggestions. Please let us know what sections are too long, too brief, too
confusing, etc. What sections would you like us to add? What sections are redundant or
unnecessary? What protocols are inadequate, suboptimal, or incomplete?
If you have the motivation and the interest, help us draft a new or better protocol
or write your own section to this guide.
We also want to emphasize that the protocols listed in the protocols handout are
meant only as a starting point. We recommend tailoring protocols to individual cases to
best answer the relevant diagnostic question(s).
Finally, do not hesitate to contact the MR imaging faculty if you need help for
whatever reason.
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Overview: MR vs. the competition
The major competition between MR and ultrasound (US) is availability and cost,
while the major competition with CT is access to scanners. MR imaging applications are
gaining greater acceptance due to improved image quality of the fast imaging
sequences, the tissue characterization potential that exceeds that of CT and US, the
availability of off-axis imaging, the ease of angiography, the safety of the Gd-chelates
even in renal failure, and the availability of liver specific contrast agents, iron oxide
(Feridex, Berlex Laboratories) and Mn-DPDP (Teslascan, Nycomed-Amersham). While
US can image in any plane, it has a limited field of view, is hindered by gas, bone and
excessive fat, and it lacks the tissue specificity afforded by MRI. Also, although
ultrasound demonstrates blood vessels reasonably and gives information on their flow
dynamics, MR depicts all vessels. On MR, vessels typically exhibit signal void on spin
echo sequences and bright signal on gradient-echo sequences. Moreover, flow-induced
phase changes can be controlled and manipulated to obtain accurate flow velocity in
any direction.
CT detects differences in electron, or mass, density (one parameter). US detects
differences in acoustic impedance between adjacent tissues as well as the
heterogeneity of tissue structure (two parameters). MR detects differences in hydrogen
density, T1 and T2 relaxation times, chemical shift induced by fat and water, and flow
(five parameters). The tissue characterization potential is therefore greatest for MR.

How to Protocol a Case
General Rules and Principles
The single most important aspect of writing an appropriate protocol is obtaining a
pertinent history. This may mean reviewing clinical data on the PCIS system, calling the
clinician, and interviewing the patient. If you know and understand the relevant clinical
question(s), you will be better able to protocol a case and interpret the findings.
The second most important aspect, often necessary to satisfy the first, is to
review pertinent prior imaging studies. In general, use the same protocol as before
unless the previous protocol left unanswered questions that could be better evaluated
with a modified protocol.
Third, if you have any questions, please page the MR attending of the day. It is
our responsibility to help you learn and deliver optimal patient care.
Fourth, more is not always more. Sometimes more is less. Resist the temptation
to simply add extra sequences because you are unsure of what to do next. Again, when
in doubt, call your attending.
Once you have obtained appropriate clinical information, reviewed old studies,
and, if necessary, discussed the case with the attending, you are ready to write a
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protocol. In writing a protocol, you should consider at least the following six sets of
variables:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Patient preparation.
Patient position (prone or supine).
Coil type and location.
Contrast type and dose.
Imaging sequences, planes, relative FOV (eg, small or large), and, depending on the
case, other parameters.
f) If you are planning to do dynamic imaging with gadolinium, decide whether you want
to do a timing run or a best guess for determining scan delay.
These are summarized below and enumerated specifically in the protocols
handout.
1. Patient preparation. Usually, no special preparation is necessary. Some cases do
require special preparation, however. These include MRCP, female pelvis, breast MR,
and prostate cases and are discussed later.
2. Patient position. For the vast majority of cases, patients are positioned supine.
(Therefore, supine is the default position). If it is essential to minimize the AP excursion
of the chest or abdominal wall during breathing (eg, some RV dysplasia and superficial
soft tissue cases), you may want to position the patient prone.
3. Coil type and location. For most abdominal and pelvic imaging in adults, use the body
coil and/or the phase array coil. The major advantage of the phase array coil is that it
increases signal to noise for thin patients. The major disadvantages of the phase array
coil are that it is ineffective in large patients, it is prone to severe respiratory and other
motion artifacts, and it has limited craniocaudad coverage (approximately 30 cm).
Keeping these advantages and disadvantages in mind, we recommend the following:
1. If the patient is large (ie, > 20 cm in AP), use the body coil only, and don’t bother with
the phase array coil. Use your judgment. One exception is the pregnant female. If
the scan is done to evaluate the fetus, then the phase array coil may be appropriate
depending on the location of the fetus relative to the mother’s skin surface. If the
purpose is to evaluate the mother, the body coil would probably be better. Again, use
your judgment.
2. If the patient is thin (ie, < 20 cm in AP), attempt to use the phase array coil by
placing the coil over the region of interest. At UCSD, we reposition the coil during the
examination as appropriate (eg, over the abdomen when imaging the abdomen, over
the pelvis when imaging the pelvis).
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3. After the localizer is obtained, check the images to make sure the coil is in the
correct position and that the images are not marred by artifact. If the coil is not
correctly positioned, either reposition it or switch to the body coil. If motion or other
artifact is significant (usually not a problem in the pelvis, but a frequent problem in
the abdomen), switch to the body coil.

For other indications, use other coils:
Scrotum:
Brachial plexus:
Prostate:
Rectal cancer:
Infants:
Breast cancer:
Superficial ST’s

surface coil
neurovascular coil
simultaneously use the anterior elements of the phase array coil
(turn off posterior elements) and endorectal coil.
ditto
knee coil
breast coil
surface coil

Coils are described in greater detail in a subsequent section.
4. Contrast type and dose. For all vascular cases and many body cases, you will need
to use an extracellular gadolinium chelate. At UCSD, we administer gadolinium as a
bolus using a power injector followed by a 20 ml saline chaser. For all vascular cases
and for a subset of non-vascular cases, use a “double” dose of gadolinium (40 ml for an
adult) at a relatively rapid rate (3 ml/sec). For non-vascular cases, a “single” dose (20 ml
for an adult) at a rate of 2 ml/sec usually suffices, unless you know from a previous scan
that a particular patient requires a double dose to achieve a satisfactory study.
In almost all cases in which gadolinium is used, dynamic imaging should be
done. In dynamic imaging, sequences are obtained in quick succession beginning with
peak arterial phase. Dynamic imaging is critical for arterial vascular cases and is also
helpful for detecting and characterizing neoplastic processes. When imaging a large
body area (eg, a combined abdomen and pelvis study) do the dynamic imaging over the
region in which the information will be most beneficial. For example, in a postoperative
patient with rectal cancer, do dynamic imaging through the pelvis if evaluation of soft
tissue in the surgical bed is desired and do dynamic imaging through the liver if
evaluation of hepatic lesions is desired.
As discussed further in subsequent sections, Feridex and/or Teslascan can be
used in selective liver cases. Use the standard dose recommended by the manufacturer
when using these agents. (Feridex: 0.05mL/kg body weight (~1mL/40 lbs) diluted in 100
mL of D5W, infused over 30-60 minutes; Teslascan: 0.1 mL/kg (~0.5 mL/10 lbs) infused
relatively slowly over one minute, with maximum dose of 15 mL).
More on contrast agents later.
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5. Imaging sequences, planes, FOV, and other parameters.
Sequences:
Pre-gadolinium: Usually, you will perform both T1w and T2w sequences before
contrast administration, often in more than one imaging plane. Many options are
available.

T1w. At UCSD the two most commonly used T1w sequences for body imaging
are (1) T1w turbo spin echo (TSE) and (2) T1w GE (2d FLASH). The T1w TSE
sequence usually takes at least 2 minutes to acquire and is therefore obtained
while the patient is breathing quietly. The GE sequence takes only 15-25
seconds and is obtained while the patient breathholds. As a general rule, the
TSE images show better anatomic detail than the GE images and are superior
when breathing motion is not much of a problem (eg, pelvis, prostate, rectum,
scrotum). The GE sequences are better, however, when breathing motion is a
problem (eg, abdomen, liver, kidneys). Remember that the GE sequences can be
obtained out of phase (TE ~ 2.2 msec) or in phase (TE ~ 4.4 msec). More on this
later. NOTE: If the patient is uncooperative or extremely dyspneic, a 2d turbo
FLASH can be attempted in addition to or instead of the 2d FLASH for T1w
imaging.
T2w. The four most commonly used T2w sequences for body imaging are (1)
T2w TSE, (2) modified breath-held T2w TSE, (3) HASTE, and (4) FISP. The T2w
TSE sequence, similar to the T1w TSE sequence, takes over two minutes to
acquire and is therefore obtained while the patient is breathing. The modified
breath-held T2w TSE is similar to the standard T2w TSE but is modified
(including a longer echo train length) so that it takes only 20-25 seconds to
acquire and is done as a single breathhold. The modified TSE sequence provides
less lesion-to-parenchyma contrast than the standard TSE sequence but does
not suffer from motion artifact. Therefore, we prefer the modified sequence when
respiratory motion needs to be eliminated (eg, liver) but we prefer the standard
sequence when respiratory motion is not a problem (eg, pelvis, scrotum,
prostate, rectum). If the patient is extremely dyspneic or has a lot of ascites, a
HASTE sequence may be preferable to the modified breath-held TSE sequence,
as each image takes only ~1 second to acquire. HASTE images are also ideal for
evaluating fluid-filled structures such as bile ducts, pancreatic ducts, collecting
systems, and ureters and are routinely obtained as preliminary scans. FISP
sequences can also be helpful when ultrafast T2w imaging is desired.
Pre-Gadolinium fat-saturated T1w images. Pre-gadolinium fat saturated T1w
images (T1w 2D FLASH with fat sat) are essential in all chest and superficial soft
tissue cases in which you decide to give gadolinium. The reason is that air-soft
tissue interfaces in the chest (lung-mediastinum) and superficial soft tissues
(skin-outside air) make chemical fat saturation inhomogeneous. Therefore, if pre-
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gadolinium fat sat images are not obtained, you will not be able to determine
whether bright spots on the post gad images are due to enhancement or due to
inhomogeneous fat saturation. As opposed to the chest and superficial soft
tissues, fat saturation is usually homogeneous in the abdomen and pelvis; hence,
pre-gad fat sat images are not routinely necessary in abdomen and pelvis cases.

Dynamic imaging. When you give gadolinium, you should usually perform
dynamic scanning with a rapid T1w sequence pre and post-gadolinium injection.
As a general rule, 3d GE sequences are ideal for dynamic scanning. At UCSD,
we use a 3d GE sequence called VIBE (volumetric interpolated breath-hold
examination) to evaluate solid organs and we use a 3d GE sequence called MRA
(magnetic resonance angiography) to evaluate vessels.
Delayed fat-saturated T1w images. We typically perform fat-saturated T1w 2d
FLASH sequences after completion of the dynamic images. This usually occurs
about 5 minutes after IV contrast administration, so we call these “delayed”
images. As stated above, for chest and superficial soft tissue cases, make sure
to get precontrast fat-saturated images to reliably evaluate contrast
enhancement.
Sequences for Teslascan and Feridex. For Teslascan imaging, use in phase T1w
2d FLASH sequences. For Feridex imaging, use standard in and out of phase
T1w 2d FLASH images and add a third 2d FLASH sequence with a TE of ~ 6.6
msec (“long TE”) to bring out some T2 weighting for increased sensitivity to
Feridex. For now, we will also try a fourth 2d FLASH sequence with a TE of ~ 8.8
msec (“superlong TE”) to characterize FNH’s and assess Kuppfer cell function.
Sequence to differentiate dephasing dues to flow from thrombus. Turbulent flow
causes dephasing and signal loss, which can mimic a thrombus. Obviously
differentiating thrombus from flow-related dephasing is important. One sequence
that can be very helpful is phase contrast. Phase contrast is similar to color
Doppler on ultrasound except it uses shades of gray rather than a color map. It
gives you a map of flow velocity (in shades of gray) in a vessel. For example, fast
forward flow is white, slow flow is gray, and reverse flow is black. To perform
phase contrast, choose a direction of phase contrast (left-right, superior-inferior,
or anterior-posterior) and a VENC (maximum velocity encoding). The VENC
should be slightly higher than the maximu7m velocity you expect to see in a
vessel. For example, you can’t tell if a dark signal in the portal vein is thrombus or
turbulent flow. Choose a phase contrast direction of right-left and a VENC of 80
cm/sec. If you’re VENC is too small, you will get aliasing and flow direction will be
mapped incorrectly. (For example, forward flow will be mapped as reverse flow).
Planes:
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MR images can be obtained in virtually any imaging plane you can imagine. The
most common imaging planes are standard axial, coronal, and sagital planes, but
oblique planes tailored to the patient’s anatomy and pathology are often superior.
As a general rule, choose the imaging planes that you think will best demonstrate
a particular patient’s anatomy and pathology. Coronal images are usually good
for broad coverage and to visualize vessels and lymph nodes. Sagittal images
are helpful for lymph nodes and to evaluate the uterus. Axial images are
excellent for most solid organs. Angled axial or coronal images are ideal for
specific body parts (cardiac chambers, aorta, uterus, ovaries, prostate, etc.). In
the imaging protocols listed in the protocols handout, certain imaging planes are
recommended for different indications. Remember that you can and should alter
imaging planes as necessary to optimally tailor each study on an individual basis.
This is especially critical when 3d volumetric sequences are not available. (With
high-resolution volumetric 3d fast GE sequences such as VIBE, pixels are nearly
isotropic and images can be reconstructed in various planes retrospectively).
Planes sometimes should be chosen to maximize coverage in the shortest
amount of time. For example, in liver imaging: if the patient cannot breathhold,
consider obtaining dynamic VIBE images in an oblique coronal plane so that the
number of slices (or partitions) can be minimized. Ask your staff for help if you do
not understand.
FOV:
As a general rule, we use large field of views (FOV’s) for imaging the chest or
abdomen and a small FOV for imaging specific body parts (heart, female pelvis,
prostate, scrotum, etc.). Help the technician choose an ideal FOV on a case-bycase and sequence-by-sequence basis. Optimize the FOV to the region of
interest. Be aware of tradeoffs, however, such as sacrifice in S/N and risk of
wraparound (aliasing) with small FOV’s. To eliminate or reduce wraparound,
oversampling techniques, placement of sat bands, and appropriate choice of
phase encoding direction can be helpful.
Other parameters:
Other important parameters include acquisition matrix and slice thickness. These
will be listed in the specific imaging protocols. Keep in mind the following tradeoff:
spatial resolution can be increased by increasing matrix size and decreasing
slice thickness but at the cost of signal to noise and/or acquisition time.
6. Determining scan delay. At UCSD, we typically perform a timing run to determine
optimal scan delay for dynamic gadolinium imaging. The timing run itself takes exactly
one minute and tells us the “arrival time” (AT). Once we know the AT, we calculate the
scan delay as follows:
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scan delay = 1/2 injection time + AT – 1/2 scan time
If optimal timing is not critical and if the patient has no cardiovascular problems
you can use a best guess approach. In normal-sized healthy adults, a scan delay of 0
seconds usually works for pulmonary arterial imaging, a scan delay of 12-15 seconds
usually works for the thoracic aorta, and a scan delay of 15-20 seconds usually works
for abdominal and pelvic imaging. However, there are many variables: anatomic location
of region of interest, body habitus, cardiac output, size of heart and arteries, size and
location of IV, bolus size, bolus rate, etc., etc. You can intuitively adjust your “best
guess” by predicting how the various factors in any given patient will impact optimal
scan delay. For example, based on the equation above, any variable that increases
injection time (such as increasing the volume of contrast or decreasing the injection
rate) or increases arrival time (such as using a smaller gauge IV or a more peripheral
IV) will increase optimal scan delay while any variable that increases scan time (larger
volume, greater number of slices or partitions) will decrease scan delay.
When in doubt, do a timing run.
Also, especially for vascular cases, err on the side of imaging a little too
late rather than a little too early (ie, a scan delay that is 2-3 seconds too late is
infinitely better than a scan delay that is 2-3 seconds too early).

How to Monitor a Case
Monitoring a case is just as important as protocolling a case. Sometimes it is
even more important. As the case unfolds, scrutinize the images. Are you answering the
clinical question? Is image quality adequate? Are imaging planes optimized to this
particular patient’s anatomy and disease? Are technical artifacts present? Are there
unsuspected abnormalities? Is patient able to cooperate with instructions? Are metal
objects external to the patient degrading the image? If a metal object external to the
patient causes artifact, remove it.
You may need to amend the original protocol to answer unsuspected questions
or solve unforeseen technical obstacles. In particular, you may need to use tailored
imaging planes optimized on a case-by-case basis.
In short, monitoring a case is your opportunity to be an artist. Create beautiful
images! Answer the question! It’s fun!

MR Pulse Sequences: An Overview
As discussed briefly above, many imaging sequences are possible with multiple
variations. These will be discussed in greater detail in a subsequent edition.
For now, just a few points:
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1. In and out of phase imaging are very helpful in the liver (metabolic disease, focal
hepatic lesions with steatosis such as many adenomas and a few HCC’s), adrenal
gland (adrenocortical adenoma vs. other adrenal mass), female pelvis (dermoid vs.
hemorrhagic cyst), and occasionally in the kidney (AML vs. hemorrhagic cyst). Out of
phase images are rarely helpful in other situations, so don’t obtain them routinely.
Even though they may require a very short time to acquire, they are a pain to sort
through and look at on the Insight workstation and slow down case interpretation.
2. To detect ferridex effect in the liver, we perform GE sequences with TE = 2.2 (out of
phase), 4.4 (in phase), and 6.6 (out of phase again, so-called “long TE” sequence).
Note that as the TE increases from TE = 2.2 to TE = 6.6, the T2 weighting increases
so the impact of Feridex increases. Tissues with functioning Kuppfer cells
progressively darken while those without functioning Kupffer cells do not. We exploit
this to maximize detection of HCC in cirrhotic livers. We will also start using Feridex
to characterize FNH and I have written a new protocol (Liver pre and post Feridex for
FNH characterization) for this purpose. This protocol includes a “superlong TE” of
8.8. I’d like to try this for a while and see how it goes.
3. To stage retroperitoneal LN’s we feel that sagittal and coronal T1w GE (2d FLASH)
images are optimal. (Although SE sequences provide more signal to noise than GE
sequences, the speed of the GE sequences more than makes up for this deficiency).
Sagittal images should cover from the top of the kidneys to the perineum and from
pelvic sidewall to pelvic sidewall. Coronal images should cover from the top of the
kidneys to the iliac bifurcation (not to perineum!) and from 2 cm anterior to the
anterior wall of the aorta to the mid VB of the most posterior VB within the scanning
volume.
4. In chest cases, it is important to get T1w fat sat images before and after giving gad
(fat saturation often inhomogeneous in the chest). In abdomen and pelvis cases,
pre-gad fat sat images are not usually necessary (fat saturation usually
homogeneous in the abdomen and pelvis).

Technical Tricks
Technical Tricks to Offset Respiratory Motion
1. Make sure patient is hyperventilated and coached for breathhold.
2. Use respiratory bellows so technologist can assess breathing real time.
3. Give O2 via NC.
4. Apply sat bands to eliminate the anterior body wall (or whatever body wall is causing
the problem)
5. Reposition the patient to eliminate motion from the problematic body wall. For
example, if the anterior body wall is moving place the patient prone.
6. Turn off the phase array opposite the side of interest.
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7. Apply fat saturation to darken the fat, thereby lessening the impact of bright fat
ghosts.
8. Switch from phase array to body coil (motion artifacts less severe with body coil)
9. Use breathheld rather than non-breathheld sequences
10. If breathheld sequences are still marred by motion, use ultrafast imaging: 2D turbo
FLASH for T1weighting, HASTE or FISP for T2 weighting.
11. If you must use non-breathheld sequences, one simple but time consuming method
to offset respiratory motion is to “average out” the motion by increasing the number
of excitations (from a NEX of 2, for example, to a NEX of 4 or 6). Other fancier
techniques include respiratory compensation and respiratory triggering. These are
not done at UCSD and will not be discussed.
12. Choose an imaging plane that maximizes coverage of the tissue or organ of interest
in the shortest possible time. For example, choose an oblique coronal plane for liver
imaging.
13. If contrast is more important than spatial resolution, obtain fewer slices of greater
thickness. For example, obtain thirty 6-8 mm VIBE partitions rather than sixty 3-4
mm VIBE partitions.
Technical Tricks to Offset Susceptibility Artifacts at Surface-Air Interfaces
1. Turn pt into a cylinder: place Kaopectate, saline, or barium bags on the skin surface.
Technical Tricks to Offset Ghost Artifacts from Vessels
1. Switch phase and frequency encoding directions
2. Increase TR (this will increase the spacing between ghosts).
3. Apply saturation pulse upstream of the vessel causing the ghost to eliminate signal
from that vessel.
4. Give gadolinium (ghost artifacts diminish because there is less difference between
systolic and diastolic signal).
5. Apply GMN (gradient moment nulling) – this has a small theoretical benefit.
Technical Tricks to decrease blooming artifact
1. Increase Bandwidth (about 120 Hz/pixel)
2. Switch phase and frequency encoding directions
3. Change Plane of acquisition
4. Minimize TE
5. Increase echo train length (the greater the number of 180 refocusing pulses, the
more correction there is for susceptibility errors, thus the less the susceptibility)
Techniques to Compensate for Cardiac Motion
To compensate for cardiac motion, EKG-triggering is necessary. This will be
discussed in a later edition.
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Techniques to Differentiate Flow Related Dephasing from Thrombus
Use phase contrast sequence (see earlier discussion under imaging sequences).

Fat Suppression Techniques
Some of the more frequently used fat suppression techniques include the
following:
1.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Frequency-selective saturation (“fat sat”)
T1-dependent suppression (STIR)
Phase evolution (Dixon)
Selective water excitation (spatial spectral imaging)
Combined (SPIR)
These will be discussed in greater detail in a subsequent edition.

Coils
In general, use the following coils for the following indications

Indication
Abdomen and pelvis cases, pt < 20 cm diam
Abdomen and pelvis cases, pt > 20 cm diam
Abdomen and pelvis cases, pt unable to breathhold
Scrotum
Prostate
Rectum
Brachial plexus
Superficial soft tissue mass
Infants
Breast cancer

Coil
phase array
body coil
body coil
surface coil
anterior elements of phase array
and rectal coil
anterior elements of phase array
and rectal coil
neurovascular coil
surface coil
knee coil
Breast coil

These will be discussed in greater detail in a subsequent edition.
We encourage each of you, at the beginning of the rotation, to familiarize yourself
with each of the coils. Ask one of the technologists to show you the coils so that you see
what they look like and how they are used.
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Key Equations and Tradeoffs

The following are some key equations that summarize tradeoffs inherent in
manipulating imaging parameters. These are listed below. They will be discussed rather
than merely listed in a later edition to enhance your conceptual understanding.
(1) Pixel size:
2DFT:
x = FOVx/Nx
y = FOVy/Ny
z = THK
3DFT:
x = FOVx/Nx
y = FOVy/Ny
z = FOVz/Nz
(2) Voxel size = x * y * z
2DFT: voxel = FOVx/Nx * FOVy/Ny *THK
2DFT: voxel = FOVx/Nx * FOVy/Ny * FOVz/Nz
(3) Measurements:
-- the number of measurements used in the Fourier reconstruction of a voxel
2DFT:
measurements = Ny *NEX
3DFT:
measurements = Ny * Nz * NEX
(4) Receiver bandwidth:
-- the range of frequencies that span a pixel in the frequency encoding direction;
note that this is not the same as transmit bandwidth
BW = Nx / sampling time
(5) SNR ∝ voxel size * square root (measurements) / square root (receiver BW)
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(5a) SNR ∝ voxel size
(5b) SNR ∝1/Resolution
(5c) SNR ∝ square root (measurements)
(5d) SNR ∝ square root (Ny) * square root (NEX)

2DFT

(5e) SNR ∝ square root (Ny) * square root (Nz) * square root (NEX)

3DFT

(5f) SNR ∝ 1/square root (receiver BW)

(6) Time =
2DFT: time =

TR * Ny * NEX
ET

3DFT: time =

TR * Ny * Nz * NEX
ET
(7) Comparison of 3DFT and 2DFT (all other factors equal)
SNR 3DFT = SNR 2DFT * square root (Nz)
T 3DFT = T 2DFT * Nz
(8) Image degradation ∝ Total scan time
NEX = number of excitations or acquisitions or signal averages
FOV = field of view
Nx = number of frequency encoding steps in x-direction
Ny = number of phase encoding steps in y-direction
Nz = number of phase encoding steps in z-direction (3DFT)
-- defined as the number of partitions in z-direction
ST = slice thickness
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MR Contrast Agents: An Overview
In the United States, currently available MR contrast agents include
vascular/extracellular agents (Gd chelated to DTPA or to DTPA derivatives), RES
agents (superparamagnetic iron-based particles), and hepatocellular/biliary agents
(manganese chelated to DPDP). Combined extracellular and hepatocellular agents are
approved in Europe (Gd chelated to BOPTA ) or are in clinical trials (Gd chelated to
EOB-DPTA) but are not yet available in the U.S.
Unfortunately, insurance companies generally pay for a single contrast agent
using the standard dose. If you decide to use two contrast agents to achieve a
synergistic effect or if you decide to double the dose of contrast to increase sensitivity to
enhancement, insurance companies will probably not reimburse you for the extra cost.
1. Vascular/Extracellular Agents
Gadolinium can be chelated to large ligands such as DTPA to form very effective,
nonspecific vascular/extracellular MR contrast agent agents. These gadolinium (Gd)based compounds are the most widely used MR contrast agents worldwide. Four
commercial formulations are currently available, in which Gd is complexed to DTPA
(Magnevist by Berlex) or to one of three DTPA derivatives: DOTA (Dotarem by
Guerbet), DTPA-BMA (Omniscan by Nycomed), and HP-D03A (ProHance by Bracco).
The four formulations confer minor differences in osmolality and chemical stability, but
these differences are probably not clinically important.
These Gd chelates have similar pharmakokinetics as iodinated contrast. They
enter perfused tissues and freely redistribute from the vascular to the interstitial space,
while being excreted by the kidneys. These chelates do not pass cell membranes and
have negligible hepatocellular uptake and biliary excretion.
A paramagnetic heavy metal with seven unpaired electrons, Gd shortens the T1
relaxation of adjacent water hydrogens, making tissues more intense on T1w images.
(For Gd to work it must be exposed to the “hydration layer”. If Gd is placed in a chemical
“cage” that shields the Gd from the hydration layer, the Gd will cause no T1 shortening
unless the cage is broken). Because MR is so exquisitely sensitive to Gd, subtle areas
of contrast material accumulation can be detected on T1w MR images that would be
missed on CT using iodinated contrast. Gd also shortens T2 relaxation, and in very high
concentration, the T2-shortening effect predominates, causing tissues to lose signal.
The T2 shortening effect can be an issue in renal and bladder imaging as Gd becomes
more and more concentrated in the urine, but this is not an issue in liver imaging
because the Gd concentration is sufficiently low that the T1-shortening effect is
paramount.
Dosing. Gd is given as a bolus intravenous injection at a rate of 2-3 mL/sec. (At
UCSD, we use a power injector for essentially all adult cases). Recommended dose is
0.1 mM/kg. For Gd-DTPA, 1 mM = 2 ml (0.5 mM/ml). Therefore, this corresponds to 0.2
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ml/kg body weight (roughly 1 ml/10 lbs body weight). For practical reasons, we give
almost all adults the same 20 ml dose, even patients considerably lighter than 200 lbs.
Again, do double dose for heavy patients or for vascular cases.
Adverse reactions. Gd-based compounds are generally very safe. Moderate
adverse effects (bronchospasm, laryngospasm, facial edema, arrhythmias, widespread
urticaria) occur in 1:5000 adults. Severe anaphylactoid reactions including death occur
in 1:400,000. Atopic individuals may be at slightly higher risk. Infants and children seem
to tolerate Gd well and the risk of an adverse reaction is probably similar in the pediatric
and adult populations.
Pregnant women. Gd-compounds are class C drugs, which means that they have
been shown to cause adverse effects in fetuses in animal models (skeletal
malformations were seen in rabbits given 2x the human dose for 13 days; malformations
were not seen in rats). The safety of Gd has not been confirmed in human fetuses and
Gd should not be administered routinely in pregnant women unless the benefits clearly
outweigh the risks.
Nursing mothers. It is unknown if Gd is excreted in human milk. Even if it is
excreted, the risk to the baby is probably very small as Gd is generally well tolerated in
infants and children. To be on the cautious side, if a breast-feeding woman receives a
dose of Gd, she should probably withhold breastfeeding for 24-48 hours.
Cost. Gd is the least expensive of the available contrast agents, costing ~ $60/20
cc vial.
Clinical use: Gd chelates are the workhorse in MR imaging. They are used to
visualize vessels and to detect lesions. The enhancement pattern of a lesion is often
very helpful in characterizing the lesion as benign or malignant and sometimes (eg,
hemangioma) is sufficient to render a specific diagnosis.
2. Reticuloendothelial system (RES) agents
As opposed to the nonspecific vascular/extracellular Gd-based compounds
discussed above which redistribute within the extracellular space of the liver but have no
hepatocelluar uptake, contrast agents that target the RES system and are entrapped by
RES macrophages have been developed as liver-specific agents. The most widely
available RES agents are ferumoxides, small (30-150 nm) iron-based particles coated
with polysaccharides such as dextran and administered as a dark brown injectable
colloid. These iron-based particles are commercially available under the brand name
Feridex (Berlex) in the US and under the brand name Endorem (Guerbet) in Europe.
The particles are phagocytosed by macrophages throughout the RES system, including
liver, spleen, lymph nodes, bone marrow, and lung. Because of their size, however, the
particles are preferentially entrapped by the Kupffer cells lining the liver sinusoids, and
over 70% of the injected dose accumulates within the normal liver, the rest
accumulating in other RES components. In cirrhotic patients, the particles accumulate
within regenerating nodules but not within areas of scarring and fibrosis. Cysts and most
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hepatic neoplasms (whether benign or malignant, primary or secondary) lack or are
deficient in Kupffer cells, and the particles tend not to accumulate within focal lesions,
although minor entrapment may occur, probably because of leakage through tumor
capillaries. On the other hand, some hepatic neoplasms – eg, some dysplastic nodules,
well-differentiated HCC , FNH, and rarely adenoma – may contain Kuppfer cells and
will accumulate the particles to a variable but potentially significant extent.
The iron particles are superparamagnetic and cause significant local magnetic
field inhomogeneity. Nearby protons are dephased, resulting in T2 and T2* shortening.
T1 shortening also occurs, but unlike Gd chelates, the T2 and T2* shortening
predominates. As a result, tissues that accumulate the iron particles show reduced
signal intensity, particularly on T2w and T2*w images, and to a lesser extent on T1w
images.
Dosing. Feridex must be infused very slowly for at least 30 minutes and
preferably 60 minutes through an intravenous line with a 5 micron filter at a rate of 2-4
ml/sec. The recommended dose is .05ml/kg body weight (~1ml/40 lbs) diluted in 100 ml
of D5W. Because it takes time for the particles to be phagocytosed and to accumulate,
imaging should be done approximately 45-60 minutes after termination of the infusion
but can be delayed up to 3.5 hours if needed for logistical reasons. The iron particles
remain visible in RES tissues (liver, spleen, marrow, etc.) for several days but are
gradually destroyed by lysosomes within the RES cells. The liberated iron then enters
the normal iron metabolic pathways. The total amount of iron administered in a single
Ferridex infusion corresponds to approximately 4% of the total blood pool of iron and is
considerably less than total body stores. This should not be a problem except in
patients with iron overload states, in whom the use of Feridex is relatively contraindicated.
Adverse reactions. Unlike Gd chelates, which are very safe, adverse effects are
common with iron oxides. Anaphylactoid and allergic adverse events (generalize
urticaria, respiratory symptoms, and hypotension) requiring treatment occur in ~1:200.
One vexing problem associated with iron oxides is acute severe back, leg, or groin pain.
Approximately 3% of patients will experience acute pain of sufficient severity to
discontinue or interrupt the infusion. Unfortunately, the rate of adverse reactions is
higher in patients with cirrhosis, precisely the population that may benefit the most from
Feridex administration. Very slow infusion of the drug helps to reduce this risk. At
UCSD, we try to infuse the agent over a full hour.
Pregnant women. Feridex is a class C drug – it is teratogenic in lab animals –
and should not be administered to pregnant women unless the benefits far outweigh the
risks.
Nursing mothers. It is unknown if Feridex is excreted in human milk. Because the
safety of Feridex in infants is also unknown, the drug should not be given to nursing
mothers unless the potential benefit clearly outweighs the risk.
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Cost. Feridex is relatively expensive at nearly $150 per 10mL vial. We almost
never use Feridex by itself but rather as a supplement to Gd, so third-party insurers do
not cover the cost of the agent.
Clinical use. At UCSD we usually reserve Feridex for detection of HCC in cirrhotic
livers or high risk patients. A potential application of Feridex is to differentiate between
adenoma (theoretically should have no or minimal uptake) and FNH (may have
significant uptake). We are about to start using Feridex for this purpose at UCSD and a
new protocol has been drafted (Liver pre and post Feridex for FNH). This protocol
incorporates a “superlong TE” 2D FLASH (TE=8.8).
3. Hepatocellular/biliary agents
Contrast agents that target hepatocytes rather than RES cells have also been
developed as liver-specific agents. The most widely available is mangafodipir, a chelate
of manganese and DPDP, Mn-DPDP, which is commercially available in the US under
the brand name Teslascan (Nycomed). Manganese has five unpaired electrons and is
a powerful T1 relaxation agent, rendering tissues hyperintense on T1w images. There
are two pathways for Mn accumulation in the liver after IV injection of Mn-DPDP. First,
the Mn-DPDP chelate has a similar chemical structure as vitamin B6 and, after
intravenous injection, the entire chelate is taken up by hepatocytes via the vitamin B6
metabolic pathway. Second, within the blood, endogeneous zinc displaces some of the
manganese to form Zn-DPDP chelates, liberating Mn+2 ions. The free Mn+2 ions
circulate in the blood and are taken up by hepatocytes in the liver via nonspecific
mechanisms (they are also taken up by the pancreas, adrenal gland, renal cortex, and
myocardium, resulting in enhancement of these structures as well). Hepatic
parenchymal enhancement gradually increases as Mn, in free ionic form and in chelated
form, accumulates within hepatocytes. Enhancement peaks at approximately 15
minutes, and persists for several hours, allowing an imaging window of up to 4 hours.
Within about 5 minutes of injection, normal bile ducts also begin to enhance as the
Mn+2 ion is excreted into the biliary system, and the enhancement progressively
increases over the next several minutes. Obviously, it takes longer to fill and enhance
obstructed bile ducts.
Dosing.Teslascan is administered intravenously at a dose of 0.1 mL/kg (~0.5
mL/10 lbs) relatively slowly over one minute, with maximum dose of 15 mL. For lesion
characterization, we generally image the liver at 3, 5, and 10 minutes after Teslascan
injection. For biliary cases, we image at 5, 10, 15, 20 minutes, ± 30 minutes, ± 60
minutes.
Adverse reactions. The drug appears to be very safe. The most common adverse
effects are headache (5%), nausea (11%), and vomiting (3%). Severe anaphylactoid
events have not been reported to our knowledge.
Pregnant women. Teslascan is a class C drug (causing both toxic and
teratogenic effects in animal fetuses) and should not be given to pregnant women
unlesss the benefit clearly outweighs the risk.
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Nursing mothers. Manganese is excreted in human milk, but the extent to which
manganese or DPDP is excreted after Teslascan injection is unknown. Nursing mothers
should probably temporarily discontinue breast feeding if they receivbe a dose of
Teslascan.
Cost. At nearly $85/10 cc vial, Teslascan is intermediate in price between GdDTPA and Feridex.
Clinical use. After IV injection, hepatocyte containing masses (HCC, FNA, and
adenoma) generally enhance while non-hepatocyte-containing masses such as
metastases do not. Thus, the major utility of Teslascan is in differentiating lesions of
hepatocellular from those of non-hepatocellular origin. In clinical trials, 75% of lesions of
hepatocellular origin enhance while only 25% of lesions of non-hepatocellular origin
enhance. (The mechanism of enhancement of the non-hepatoceullular lesions is
unclear but may be related to non-specific uptake of free Mn+2 or to leakage of the
chelate through tumor capillaries). Although the presence of enhancement after
Teslascan injection is useful in establishing a lesion as being hepatocellular in origin,
the pattern of enhancement is not reliable in differentiating benign from malignant
hepatocellular lesions as there is considerable overlap in enhancement patterns.
Because it is excreted into and enhances the biliary system, Teslascan is also
helpful in complex biliary cases, especially when convenional MRCP is non-diagnostic.
Delayed imaging is usually necessary to fill obstructed bile ducts.
4. Combined vacular/extracellular and hepatocellular agents.
Gd-BOPTA (marketed by Bracco under the brand name MultiHance) is available
in Europe as a combined extracellular and hepatocellular agent. The ligand, BOPTA, is
similar to DTPA. Hence, Gd-BOPTA behaves like an extracellular agent during its first
pass through the liver, and can be imaged dynamically after bolus injection to assess
tumor vascularity. However, because of the addition of a benzene ring and a short
carbon chain along one of its arms, BOPTA is also taken up by hepatocytes via
membrane-bound transporters and subsequently excreted into the bile. Delayed
imaging therefore can be performed to characterize lesions as being hepatocellular or
non-hepatocellular in origin. A similar drug, Gd-EOB-DTPA (produced by Schering) is in
clinical trials. Neither is currently available in the US.
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Abdomen
Liver
Advances in MR imaging software have allowed for fast imaging techniques that
provide T1 and T2-weighted sequences. The fast T2 technique is the fast or turbo spin
echo with 25 to 32 echo-trains to allow for breath-holding. The HASTE (Half-Fourier
single-shot turbo spin echo) on Siemens or the single shot fast spine echo (SSFSE) T2
on GE decrease the limitations of MRI due to motion and provide the opportunity for MR
cholangiopancreaticography (MRCP) and MR Urography. Although non-contrast T1w
and T2w MR imaging provides better lesion detection and characterization than noncontrast CT, contrast media is required for adequate liver imaging using either modality.
Overall, MR is comparable to CT for lesion detection in most settings and appears to be
superior to CT in patients with cirrhosis in whom liver perfusion is altered or impaired.
MR is essential in patients unable to receive iodinated contrast.
Equally important to detection is the ability to characterize lesions as benign or
malignant. Although faster CT scanning has improved the ability to distinguish
hemangiomas from metastases, MR is superior in its ability to assess several lesions
located at multiple levels. The reason for this is that the entire imaging volume is
acquired simultaneously with MR while it is acquired sequentially with CT. The faster
multi-array detector CT scanners have partially overcome this disadvantage.
Noncontrast MRI allows the differentiation of hemangiomas from hypovascular lesions
(colon metastases) but not from hypervascular lesions (endocrine tumors) by their
appearance alone (bright on T2, free of internal echoes, and sharply demarcated from
liver). IV contrast adds to MR characterization because of the unique enhancement
pattern of hemangiomas (peripheral discontinuous puddling, gradual and near complete
filling, and longer dwell time than liver). Therefore, a well-demarcated lesion that is very
bright on T2, has no internal architecture, shows puddling of contrast at the lesion's
edge and progressively fills in is a hemangioma. Thus, MR is generally superior to CT
for lesion characterization (except in the rare lesion in which detection of calcification is
important, in which case CT is superior).
As described earlier on the section on MR contrast agents, iron oxide (Feridex,
Berlex Laboratories), an RE agent, and Mn-DPDP (Teslascan, Nycomed Amersham), a
hepatocyte specific agent, have been approved for lesion detection and some centers
use these agents routinely for detection of liver metastases. In addition to improving
lesion detection, Mn-DPDP is capable of differentiating hepatocellular lesions
(adenoma, FNH, HC carcinoma) from metastatic lesions as well as assessing liver
excretion and the hepatobiliary tree. We use Feridex almost exclusively in cirrhotic or
high-risk patients to improve detection of HCC. By decreasing background liver signal,
Feridex makes HCC lesions stand out as hyperintense masses relative to liver on pregad images, particularly on relatively T2w images (eg, the “long TE” GE sequence and
the modified TSE T2w sequence). Reduction of background liver signal also increases
the contrast-to-noise ratio of lesions relative to liver following Gd administration. In
addition to improving HCC detection in high-risk patients, we are about to start using
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Feridex to differentiate FNH from other hepatocellular lesions. Currently, we use
Teslascan in select patients in whom the recognition of a hepatocyte-containing vs. a
non-hepatocyte-containing lesion is critical.
Biliary tree and pancreatic duct: MRCP
The biliary tree and pancreatic duct are well evaluated with MRCP. The key
sequence in MRCP is HASTE. HASTE sequences can be obtained with an effective TE
ranging from 80 to 1000. The optimal effective TE for MRCP is controversial and
different institutions have different preferences. In general, as the effective TE is
increased, the T2 weighting of the image increases, which enhances the conspicuity of
the bile and pancreatic ducts, but signal from background soft tissues diminishes,
reducing anatomic orientation. At UCSD, we prefer an effective TE of 180 to 300 msec
for the thin HASTE images but a TE > 1000 msec for the thick slabs. The thick slabs are
obtained with fat saturation to further reduce background signal. In complex biliary
cases, we sometimes give Teslascan to assess hepatocyte function and excretion,
opacify bile ducts and delineate biliary anatomy, and confirm potential biliary stenoses
or bile leaks.
Spleen
The spleen is a frequent site of metastatic disease in melanoma and in
hematological malignancies such as lymphoma. Accurate detection of splenic Hodgkin
disease is necessary to obviate the need for surgical resection for staging. (Staging of
NHL for splenic involvement is not as critical since NHL is usually considered and
treated as a systemic disease even if imaging suggests that it is anatomically confined
to one organ). If liver imaging for lesion detection is challenging then splenic imaging is
nearly impossible. The spleen is not only smaller than liver, it displays pseudolesions on
dynamic CT and MR due to the inhomogeneous wash-in rate of contrast media. To add
to the difficulty in imaging the spleen, MR relaxation parameters of splenic parenchymal,
unlike those of liver parenchyma, are similar to those of splenic lesions. Focal masses
and infiltrative disease such as lymphoma generally display poor contrast with the
normal spleen since both have similar T1 and T2 relaxation times. Furthermore, unlike
the liver, which has a dual blood supply, the spleen has a single blood supply. Hence,
normal splenic tissue and pathologic lesions are both fed by the splenic artery and
enhance simultaneously. When necrotic, cystic, or hemorrhagic, lesions can be well
demonstrated, however. RE-contrast agents, such as Feridex have had mixed results.
Pancreas
Pancreatic tissue is as bright or slightly darker than liver on T1 weighted images
and is slightly brighter than liver on T2 weighted images. The common bile duct and
pancreatic duct are routinely seen on the HASTE and TSE T2-weighted sequences
allowing their assessment in normal, anomalous, or obstructive conditions.
Although pancreatic tumors can assume a slightly darker signal on T1 weighted
images, and slightly brighter signal on T2-weighted images than normal pancreatic
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tissue, the classic pancreatic cancer is typically isointense with pancreas. Marked
hyperintensity within a solid mass on T2-weighted images suggests hypervascularity (as
in an islet cell tumor), tumor necrosis, and/or hemorrhage. Imaging of the pancreas
requires the use of IV contrast and is best done with dynamic T1w fat-suppressed
breath-hold sequences. As with CT, most pancreatic cancers are hypovascular relative
to the normal pancreas but may have greater enhancement during the arterial phase.
The sensitivity and specificity of the new sequences in staging pancreatic cancer is not
yet known but appears to be at least comparable to CT. The new liver agent Teslascan
has been shown to accumulate in pancreatic tissue to produce specific pancreatic
enhancement. The utility of such an agent in neoplastic and inflammatory diseases of
the pancreas are not yet well defined. We have used Teslascan to highlight the
pancreas to ease its visualization in post-operative patients.
Kidneys
The anatomic structures of the normal kidney are clearly defined on MRI. The fat
in the renal hilum has high intensity signal, vessels have low signal intensity "flow void",
and the pelvis has intermediate intensity like water. Distinction between the renal cortex
and medulla is evident where the medulla assumes a darker signal on T1-weighted
images (the medulla has greater “water content” than the cortex and hence is darker on
T1w images). Urine in the renal pelvis is of lower signal than renal tissue on T1 and
assumes a brighter signal on T2 weighted images. The breath-hold T2 weighted
sequences can demonstrate the urine-filled structures (kidneys, ureters, and bladder) in
a way analogous to the biliary tree providing images comparable to an IVU. Some
studies assessing the value of HASTE-type imaging following Lasix administration have
suggested that exquisite anatomic detail can be achieved.
IV contrast is required to optimally image the kidneys with MR. Although Gd
chelates are handled by the kidney in an indentical fashion to iodinated agents, there
are a few differences in their impact on renal and urinary enhancement. Unlike CT, the
dose response of MR signal to Gd is non-linear. It first increases at low concentrations
because of T1 shortening and then decreases at higher concentrations as T2shortening predominates. Hence, the collecting systems, ureters, and bladder first
brighten and then darken as the gadolinium concentration within the urine increases.
The second difference is that MR is very sensitive to small quantities of Gd. Hence,
renal cancers tend to enhance to a greater degree on MR than on CT, and the contrast
between kidneys and cancer on MR is not as great as it is on CT. For the same reason,
however, MR is more sensitive than CT for detecting small foci of enhancement in cyst
walls is therefore superior to CT for characterization of complex cysts and small
masses. Otherwise, With the advent of newer faster CT scanners, MR imaging and CT
are generally comparable.
MR imaging with IV contrast is best done in a dynamic fashion. Fast gradient
echo series covering the entire kidney in the best plane demonstrating the lesion and
kidney interface are obtained pre- and then during the arterial, venous, and delayed
phases of contrast. We routinely evaluate the kidneys on dynamic scanning using the
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3D-VIBE technique, as it provides appropriate spatial and contrast resolution and also
allows for multiplanar reformation to assess vessels and three dimensional
relationships.
Adrenal Glands
The right adrenal gland, truly suprarenal, is located superior to the upper pole of
kidney, lateral to the right crux, medial to the liver and posterior to the inferior vena
cava. In contradistinction, the left adrenal gland is not truly suprarenal; it is located
anterior and medial to the upper pole of the kidney and lateral and posterior to the aorta.
Its position relative to the left crux and left splenic and renal arteries is variable leading
to potential confusion with these structures. Further, unlike the right adrenal, which is
distant from bowel structures, a gastric fundal diverticulum can present posterior to the
splenic artery on axial scans and mimick an adrenal mass.
The approach to the patient with potential adrenal pathology is key to minimizing
the imaging studies necessary to reach a diagnosis. For patients with functional adrenal
lesions in whom the goal of imaging is lesion localization, CT, with its superior spatial
and time resolution, is the better study, as functioning lesions tend to be small and are
infrequently bilateral. MR is useful if disease is bilateral or if extra-adrenal
pheochromocytoma is sought.
The main role of MR is in characterizing adrenal lesions typically encountered in
cancer patients on CT scans. Because of the superior contrast resolution of MR, it has
been able to distinguish metastatic disease from nonfunctioning adenomas. This is
accomplished by assessing the lesion's signal on T2-weighted images relative to liver
and fat. Metastases and pheochromocytomas are brighter than liver and as bright or
brighter than fat. Adenomas are darker than fat and as dark or darker than liver. These
characteristics are true in 75-80% of cases when imaged with the standard spin-echo
techniques. The crossover of signal occurs when adenomas are bright on T2.
Adenomas, even when non-functioning, typically contain a large amount of
cholesterol or cholesterol-like molecules, which are rich in –CH2 – protons. Because
these –CH2 – protons resonate at a frequency 220 Hz below that of water protons at 1.5
Tesla, it is possible with gradient echoes to acquire images in which the two proton
populations are in-phase (they add) or opposed-phase (they subtract). On opposedphase images, voxels that contain a mixture of fat and water, such as those at organ
margins or when lesions are a mixture of fat and water, lose signal relative to voxels
containing only fat or only water protons. Therefore, when adrenal masses are
compared to spleen on in-phase and opposed-phase images, adenomas become
darker while metastases do not change. Although the gradient echo in-phase and
opposed-phase technique is highly specific for adenoma, it is not sensitive for adenoma.
In other words, an adrenal lesion that darkens on opposed-phase images can be safely
considered a benign adenoma. An adrenal lesion that does not darken may or may not
be a benign adenoma.
Note that non-enhanced CT (NECT) evaluation of adrenal adenomas works on
the same principle: an adrenal lesion that is lower than 10 HU on NECT is inferred to
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have abundant intralesional fat (cholesterol) and is therefore a benign adenoma. An
adrenal lesion that is greater than 10 HU on NECT may or may not be a benign
adenoma.
Because in- and opposed-phase MR and NECT work on the same principle, an
indeterminate lesion on MR will be indeterminate on NECT and vice versa. Therefore,
don’t do an MR to characterize an adrenal mass if the patient has already had an
indeterminate NECT. Suggest a washout contrast-enhanced CT study instead (look for
> 50% washout at 15 minutes).
Arteries
With the advent of rapid breath-hold imaging and the ability to perform rapid 3D
acquisition in a single breath-hold, MR angiography has become a simple procedure.
This technique relies upon the use of IV contrast and requires proper timing to achieve
optimal results. Because image contrast is dominated by the data acquired during the
middle 1/3 of the acquisition, a delay-time has to be incorporated to time the peak bolus
effect in the region of interest with the middle of acquisition. The timing run consists of
40 axial slices over the region of interest acquired one image per second that begin with
the beginning of injection of 2ml Gd followed by 15-20 ml of saline given at 2 ml/sec for
solid organ imaging and 3ml/sec for MRA. The image number with greatest
enhancement indicates the arrival time (AT) from start of injection.
As discussed earlier, you can calculate the optimal scan delay (the delay time
between the beginning of injection and beginning of scanning) as:
Scan delay = arrival time – 0.5 acquisition time + 0.5 injection time.
Injection time is typically 10 seconds for solid organ imaging (20 ml gad @ 2
ml/sec) and 13 seconds for MRA (40ml Gd @ 3 ml/sec). Acquisition time is typically
about 20-25 seconds. To ensure adequate breathhold during the acquisition, the patient
is given breathing instructions and hyperventilated prior to scanning. Breathing
instructions typically commence about 9 seconds before beginning of scanning and
about 1 – 4 seconds after beginning of contrast injection.
Veins
MR venography an also be performed with dynamic gadolinium-enhanced 3d GE
techniques. The same MRA protocol can be used as above but more delayed images
coinciding with peak venous enhancement are obviously critical to evaluate veins.
Delayed fat saturation images are particularly useful to detect thrombi.
If the patient has no venous access, then 2D time of flight (TOF) sequences such
as true FISP can be used to evaluate veins as these do not require gadolinium. (3D
TOF may be helpful in CNS imaging but is usually problematic in body imaging because
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of long acquisition times). At UCSD, we almost never use 2D or 3D phase contrast (PC)
sequences.
Lymphnodes
The goal in MR imaging for the detection of lymph nodes is to demonstrate
anatomy in the most optimal plane and to maximize contrast between nodes and
surrounding tissues. Fortunately, since the most common tissue surrounding nodes is
fat and since fat has a very short T1 while nodes have longer T1, T1-weighted
sequences are ideal for node detection. T2-weighted sequences are poor for nodal
detection but are excellent for characterization to allow the distinction of nodes from
muscles, vessels, or scars.
The optimal imaging plane is that with which the observer is most skilled.
However, gaining expertise in the sagittal and coronal display of anatomic relationship
confers a significant advantage. For instance, the entire retroperitoneum can be viewed
and adequately assessed with one T1-weighted sequence, in either the sagittal or
coronal plane. The pelvis can be fully evaluated with a sagittal T1-weighted sequence.
In fact, we believe that sagittal views of the pelvic sidewall are easier to interpret than
axial scans, particular when nodes are small. In the retroperitoneum and pelvis, vessels
and most of their tributaries travel in the sagittal or coronal plane. Hence on sagittal and
coronal images, nodes (circles) are easily differentiated from vessels (cylinders). In our
protocols, we utilize the sagittal and coronal T1-weighted sequences as our only
methods to stage nodal enlargement in cancer patients.
Similar to CT, nodal size is relied upon to determine the likelihood for malignant
involvement. But nodal size is nonspecific and MR cannot reliably distinguish benign
from malignant lymphnodes, although there are a few helpful features. For example,
lymph nodes that are dark on T2weighted sequences (as dark as muscle) are unlikely to
be malignant. On the other hand, lymph nodes with central necrosis (needs IV contrast)
are more likely to be malignant.
From our experience and that of others, MR is comparable to CT in the detection
of nodal enlargement in most parts of the body. There are, however, anatomic regions
that are best imaged with sagittal or coronal projections (eg, the cervico-thoracic
junction, supraclavicular region, lung apex, AP window, and pelvis). In these regions,
and especially if the patient is not able to receive iodinated agents, MR is a better tool
than CT.
On the horizon are specialized contrast media developed uniquely to enhance
lymphnodes providing MR with indirect lymphographic techniques. One utilizes
ultrasmall iron particles that can escape the capillaries and be carried through the lymph
to enhance the normal part of the node. Another enhances lymphnodes following the
administration of contrast material directly in the subcutaneous space along the path of
drainage. These techniques are still under development.
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Female Pelvis
MR imaging displays the normal and abnormal female pelvic anatomy with
exquisite detail and high contrast in any plane. It is the imaging modality of choice to
demonstrate congenital anomalies of the uterus. MRI is also sensitive to changes in size
and signal of the uterus and ovaries as hormonal influences vary with the menstrual
cycle as well as with birth control pills and menopause. Sonography remains the first
line of defense because of its versatility, accessibility, portability, and cost. However,
should the sonogram be equivocal, inconclusive, or does not answer the clinical
question, MR imaging should be done. We and others have shown that the increased
specificity afforded with MR adds important clinical data in 75% of cases regardless of
whether sonography was inconclusive or of sufficient quality.
Patient preparation. If fast imaging is not available on the scanner, patients
should be NPO at least 3 hours to minimize urine production during the exam period
and the alteration of pelvic anatomy. Patients are asked to empty their bladder just prior
to scanning and 60ml of Surgilube is injected in the vagina. They are instructed not to
squeeze the gel out. This is accomplished by cutting a Yankauer Suction Tube at the
middle of the bulge and attaching to it a 60ml syringe with NG tip filled with Surgilube (a
full tube). The patient inserts the catheter in the vagina and the technologist injects the
Surgilube. Surgilube, like water in signal, is useful to define the cervix and vaginal
fornices.
Technique. To assess uterine anomalies, use the Female pelvis, uterine anomaly
protocol. To assess adnexal masses or fibroids, use the Female pelvis, limited protocol.
To assess or stage ovarian, uterine, or cervical cancer, use the Female pelvis, complete
with abdomen protocol.
To maximize throughput and minimize charge, the Female pelvis, limited protocol
is designed to take only 15 to 20 minutes and utilizes rapid breath-held sequences
exclusively. More exquisite anatomic detail could be obtained with non-breathheld
sequences but this would increase imaging time without providing additional clinical
information in this patient population.
On the other hand, many women with gynecologic malignancy have distorted
anatomy related to tumor invasion or to prior surgery and/or radiation. In these women,
it is crucial to differentiate post-operative/radiation change from neoplastic tissue, and
non-breathheld pre-contrast sequences of the pelvis are usually necessary to achieve
sufficient anatomic detail for confident diagnosis. After gadolinium administration,
dynamic imaging is performed using a 3D fast GE sequence (eg, VIBE). Delayed fat
saturated images are then obtained using a rapid breathhold T1w GE sequence. A
breathhold sequence suffices for delayed imaging since the purpose of the delayed
scan is to identify areas of residual enhancement rather than to delineate anatomic
detail.
One more point: notice that in the Female pelvis, complete protocol, precontrast
images of the abdomen are not obtained (except for the coronal and sagittal T1w
images used to stage retroperitoneal lymph nodes and coronal HASTE images used to
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detect hydronephrosis). The abdomen is evaluated for metastatic disease only on
delayed fat-sat T1’s (axial and coronal planes). This makes sense from a biological
point of view because the delayed fats should be adequate for detection of serosal and
peritoneal metastases. The pre-test probability of parenchymal as opposed to serosal
solid organ metastases is vanishingly small so precontrast images through solid
abdominal organs is not necessary.
Discussion
Uterine Anomalies
Uterine anomalies are usually duplications. A septate uterus is easily
distinguished from a double-horned uterus (bicornuate – 2 horns with single cervix;
didelphys – 2 horns with 2 cervices) on MR imaging. The distinction is best
accomplished on a true coronal scan through the uterus by assessing the outer
curvature of the uterine fundus. A septate uterus has a normal smooth curve (convex
outward), while a double-horned uterus has an indented or concave outer surface.
Further, true axial T2 weighted images show the septate uterus with one complete
junctional zone and a dark central band (the septum) while a double-horned uterus has
two complete junctional zones separated by myometrial signal. It is therefore imperative
to obtain true axial and coronal T2 scans of the uterus. Not uncommonly, a septate
uterus has myometrial tissue at the fundal aspect of the septum. The myometrial tissue
extends inferiorly to a variable degree before the septum becomes purely fibrous.
Somewhat ironically, although a septate uterus represents a later anomaly in
embryologic development than a double-horned uterus, a septate uterus confers greater
infertility risk. One somewhat simplistic but plausible explanation is that the fibrous
portion of the uterine septum acts as an unfavorable site for implantation.
Vaginal duplications are more difficult to diagnose on MR (but should be easier
on physical exam). Surgilube can be of benefit.
Fibroids
Fibroids are in general easily detected and defined on MR. The great majority of
fibroids are intermediate on T1 and dark on T2 owing to their fibrous and muscular
content, which decreases their signal on T2-weighted images. Given that ovarian
masses are typically bright on T2, MR is of benefit in differentiating adnexal masses of
ovarian origin from subserosal or pedunculated fibroids. In addition to their ability to
masquerade as adnexal lesions, fibroids can also cause bleeding and infertility. With the
availability of medical, embolic, or targeted surgical therapy, the delineation of number,
size, and precise location of fibroids has become important. For this purpose, MRI is the
best imaging modality. Such fibroids are typically submucosal in location. At UCSD, we
diagnose submucal fibroids as those that efface the transition zone and cause mass
effect on the endometrium. The differential diagnosis for a mass that effaces the
junctional zone and is dark on T2 is an adenomyoma (a focal masslike form of
adenomyosis) but, unlike submucosal fibroids, adenomyomas do not usually distort the
endometrium.
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Although the majority of fibroids are intermediate on T1 and dark on T2, these
tumors can have more variegated signal characteristics owing to their diverse histology
and variable degrees of degeneration. For example, may fibroids assume signals of
higher intensity than normal myometrium on T1-weighted sequences and may be as
bright or even brighter than myometrium on T2-weighted sequences. Liquid
degeneration of fibroids is also common. The area of liquefaction, which is usually
central in location, assumes signals similar to those of water. Sometimes the
liquefaction is peripheral and eccentric rather than central. Fibroids that have undergone
liquid degeneration invariably have regions of typical fibroid signal (dark on T2).
Statistically, a highly heterogeneous myometrial mass is probably a degenerated
fibroid, but if the woman is postmenapausal then a leiomyosarcoma should be
suspected.
If an adnexal mass assumes signal characteristics similar to a fibroid
(intermediate on T1 and dark on T2), it is important to assess the site of origin. Such a
mass could be a fibrous tumor of the ovary or a solid endometriosis deposit.
Adenomyosis
This disease is caused by the presence of ectopic endometrial tissue within the
myometrium, and causes abnormal bleeding, heavy periods, and at times pain.
Because it is the basalis endometrium, which is insensitive to hormones, that invades
the myometrium, this disease is not treatable medically and requires hysterectomy for
control. The invading endometrial tissue causes fibrous and smooth muscle hyperplasia,
which, in turn, thickens the junctional zone. Although diffuse involvement can cause
diffuse symmetrical thickening of the junctional zone to become greater than 1/3 to 1/2
of the myometrial thickness, focal involvement causes asymmetric fusiform thickening
without mass effect on the endometrial signal. However, at times such focal changes
can be difficult to distinguish from submucosal fibroids or normal myometrial contraction
in the non-pregnant patient. Some helpful findings that characterize adenomyosis
include absence of mass effect on the endometrium, poorly defined margins, and on
occasion punctate bright signals within the dark mass likely representing islands of deep
functioning endometrial tissue and/or foci of hemorrhage.
Dermoid vs. Endometrioma
In addition to the ability to distinguish tissues based on their T1, T2, and
hydrogen density differences, MR imaging also allows the distinction of tissues with
different chemical composition. Because the resonance frequency of protons of H20
(water) is different from that of -CH2 -(fat), it causes either chemical shift artifacts or
allows the suppression of signal from one or the other molecule, or allows the
acquisition of in- or opposed-phase gradient echo images. This capability allows the
easy recognition of fat containing tissues that may appear bright on T1-weighted
images.
Dermoid tumors, predominantly fatty, usually contain water-filled components
producing internal chemical shift artifacts. Endometriomas on the other hand are bloodRevised 2/23/08
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containing cysts and do not contain fat. Although both of these entities may have similar
signals on MR imaging, it is the presence or absence of internal chemical shift artifacts
and/or the behavior of the mass on fat suppression or opposed-phase gradient echo
sequences that clinches the diagnosis. Note however that in a small percentage of
mature teratomas, fat may be only detectable on histology and not recognized on MR
imaging.
Endometrioma vs. Hemorrhagic Cyst
The differentiation between endometriomas and hemorrhagic cysts is more
difficult but clinically not as important. One distinguishing feature is that endometriomas
typically demonstrate a gravitational signal gradient due to layering of the complex fluid
content. Also, endometriomas are typically multiple. Individual lesions may vary in size,
ranging from small (grape-like) to large, and may vary in signal on both T1 and T2weighted sequences owing to different ages of internal hemorrhage. In contradistinction,
hemorrhagic cysts tend to be solitary, homogeneous, and have uniformly hyperintense
signal on T2. If differentation between these two benign entities is clinically important,
recommend a follow up US, as endometriomas tend to be stable or grow while
hemorrhagic cysts should resolve.
Hemorrhagic Lesion vs. Ovarian Neoplasm
Regardless of whether a hemorrhagic lesion is an endometrioma or a
hemorrhagic cyst, the presence of blood products within an ovarian mass essentially
excludes an ovarian neoplasm. In theory a mucinous ovarian neoplasm may have bright
signal on T1 but in our experience this is extremely rare and an ovarian lesion that is
bright on T1 is almost invariably benign.
Obstetrics
MR is ideally suited for the evaluation of maternal disease during pregnancy. The
assessment of the uterus and placenta can be easily accomplished in cases of
abruption, previa, or suspected placenta acreta. The assessment of the fetus is limited
to those cases where sonography is unable to adequately visualize fetal anatomy or
when lesions are complex. Since the basic technical limitation of MR is fetal motion,
faster sequences are required for adequate visualization of fetal anatomy. Fetal tissues
assume similar signals as the adult counter part except for the fluid-filled fetal lungs that
appear bright on T2 weighted images. Both T1- and T2-weighted images are helpful.
The single shot or HASTE sequences are ideally suited for assessing fetal tissues,
including the brain. MR is also able to distinguish oligohydramnios due to IUGR (no or
little subcutaneous fetal fat) from renal agenesis (normal fetal fat).
Malignancies

Uterus/Cervix
Because of the dark signal of the junctional zone on T2-weighted images, and
because endometrial and cervical carcinoma have intermediate to high signal intensity
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on T2 weighted images, MR depicts degree of invasion into the body of the uterus or
cervix. Invasion by these lesions has been correlated with increased signal within or
loss of the dark junctional zone separating the endocervix or endometrium from the
body of the cervix or myometrium. The staging accuracy of endometrial and
endocervical carcinoma is between 80-90%. Because of the rich vascular network about
the cervix, MR is better able to distinguish parametrial extension from vessels than CT.
Further, because of the dark signal of the muscularis of the bladder wall, anterior
extension into the bladder wall can be recognized as a disruption of the dark line.
Extensions along the supporting ligaments are depicted as thickening on T1. If there is
sufficient bulk, the signal may be increased on T2.
Dynamic imaging with gadolinium is often critical for evaluation. Depending on
whether the endometrial or cervical mass is midline or off-line, dynamic images should
be obtained as true axials (off-midline mass) or true sagittals (midline mass) with
respect to the uterus or cervix. Many of the uterine and cervical cancers enhance rapidly
during the arterial phase and then may or may not washout on more delayed
sequences. The rapid arterial enhancement seems to be related to the aggressiveness
of the lesion and may have prognostic information. Delayed images with fat suppression
are often helpful to depict infiltration of parametrial fat.
Thickening of the endometrium (thick bright central zone) can represent a uterine
cancer, an endometrial polyp, possibly endometrial hyperplasia, or retained blood from
cervical stenosis. Gd can exclude blood if the center of the uterus enhances. For this
reason, delayed images through the endometrium (ideally in the sagittal and true axial
planes) should always be obtained when gadolinium is given in female pelvis cases. At
this time it is not clear whether the enhancement pattern with Gd can distinguish among
the other three entities. It has been our experience that endometrium is
indistinguishable from endometrial polyps while cancer fails to enhance to the same
degree as endometrium on delayed images (RFM: ?).
Leiomyosarcoma of the uterus probably begins as a malignant lesion rather than
develop within an already existing leiomyoma. Such lesions are heterogeneous on both
T1 and T2 weighted sequences. Any bright lesion involving the uterine wall in a
postmenopausal woman should be considered malignant.
Ovary
Ovarian carcinoma is easily imaged and recognized as an adnexal mass. The
tissue characterization potential of MR, being better than that of US, allows the
distinction of fibroids from adnexal masses and the recognition with high confidence of
dermoid and endometrioma lesions from ovarian cancers. Gd enhancement has aided
in distinguishing malignant from benign lesions when these lesions assume water-signal
characteristics. Malignant lesions have enhancing nodular septae, walls, or solid
components. For staging and follow up of ovarian neoplasm, MR performed with fatsuppression and with breath-hold sequences appears to be the most sensitive tool for
the detection of peritoneal implants. This is likely due to the high sensitivity of MRI to
small quantities of contrast.
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Male Pelvis
Prostate
Utilizing the body coil, MR imaging can show intrinsic disease, particularly at high
field owing to greater T2-weighting. The gland is homogeneous and of uniform signal on
T1-weighted images which depict the capsular margin with fat and demonstrate the
integrity of the neurovascular bundle. It is however the T2weighted images that allow
the distinction of intrinsic zonal anatomy as well as allow the distinction of periprostatic
veins from transcapsular extension. Although body coil imaging can display the prostate
adequately, an endorectal coil is required for proper staging. Phased-array coils are
superior to body-coil imaging to stage prostate cancer but are inferior in performance to
the endorectal coil. The most optimal configuration is to use the endorectal coil as part
of the phased-array system.
Since we are rarely asked to image the prostate for non-cancerous conditions, all
prostate imaging should be done with the endorectal probe. PSA levels generally
correlate with cancer burden and extension, but they should not be used as the sole
predictor of stage of disease and prognosis as cancer with extensive extension may
have low PSA and high PSA (>25) may be present without extension.

Imaging Technique
Patient preparation
Patient should be NPO for at least 3 hours and should be at least 10 to 14 days
post biopsy. This time delay is helpful to decrease patient discomfort but is insufficient to
eliminate the effect of intraprostatic blood. Blood has been present as late as 5 to 6
weeks post biopsy but rarely after 3 months. Because we are rarely asked to image
before biopsy, we have to learn to deal with blood.
The study is best done immediately post-voiding. With the patient in the
decubitus position, the coil is inserted such that the coil is facing anteriorly. Inflate the
balloon with 80ml and tug back on the balloon against the sphincter to improve the
visualization of the prostatic apex.

Pulsing Sequences
Coronal and sagittal images of the retroperitoneum, pelvis, and spine are done to
stage lymph nodes and bones for metastases and the kidneys for hydronephrosis.
Small field of view T1 and T2w TSE non-breathhold images (with 2 averages) are then
done as true coronals and true axials through the prostate. At times with difficult
prostate/seminal vesicle anatomy, a sagittal T1 and T2 are added. The study takes
approximately 45-60 minutes. See protocol handout for details.
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Anatomy
The peripheral zone of the gland is bright because of its glandular structure and
high water content. Numerous thin dark strands can be seen coursing from the capsule
towards the central region. The periutheral zone is dark owing to its fibromuscular
composition. The transitional zone is separated from the peripheral zone by the surgical
capsule, is intermediate in signal, and often contains hyperplastic nodules. The surgical
capsule is seen in most men, is dark in signal, and allows easy separation of the
peripheral zone from the central region. The anterior fibromuscular zone is lens-shaped
and is dark. Its lateral margins extend to become part of the outer prostate margin. The
latter is made up of the true prostatic capsule (only a few cells deep) and a thick smooth
muscle layer. The prostate margin "capsule" is dark on MR owing to the smooth muscle
layer. Note that chemical shift artifact may increase the thickness and give a false sense
of security on one side of the glad.
The seminal vesicles are paired and abut the superior surface of the peripheral
zone of the prostate. Each gland is a convoluted tube typically filled with fluid. In less
sexually active men and in the elderly, little fluid may be present. The appearance of the
normal seminal vesicle is intermediate on T1 and bright on T2. The thin dark wall of the
tube can be seen on T2. The vas deferans is superior, anterior and medial to the
seminal vesicles as they join the prostate. It joins the seminal vesicle duct to form the
ejaculatory duct, which is recognized on MR when it is surrounded by the peripheral
zone. The vas deferans have thick accordion-like dark walls on T2. The ejaculatory duct
complex is dark on T2, is a paired structure, and is closely apposed to the surgical
capsule as it travels to the verumontanum. At the base, the ejaculatory duct complex
may be surrounded by peripheral zone. At times, the tiny bright lumen can be seen
within each of the 2 ejaculatory ducts.

Diagnosis
Benign nodules typically seen in the transition zone have mixed heterogeneous
signal but may mimic the signal of cancerous lesions. While cancer and benign prostatic
hypertrophy may have similar signals in the central region, when cancerous lesions
occur in the peripheral zone they appear dark relative to the normally bright peripheral
zone.
Hemorrhage in the peripheral zone has severely impacted our ability to test the
true detection capability of the technique as blood assumes nearly any combination of
signals when viewed on T1- and T2-weighted images potentially camouflaging as well
as mimicking cancer. The normal peripheral zone is bright because of the high fluid
content within the lumen of the glands. Any pathophysiologic mechanism that decreases
the water content in the gland will decrease signal and mimic cancer. Such conditions
include glandular atrophy, glandular or stromal hyperplasia which decreases the
glandular lumen volume, and granulomatous lesions. Scarring from prior infection or
infarction have produced distinct dark linear abnormalities that can be distinguished
from focal cancer. Some investigators have used dynamic Gd-enhanced sequences to
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assess the time intensity curve or hydrogen-spectroscopy to distinguish between cancer
and other conditions that mimic cancer. Early data are encouraging.

Staging
Despite the maturity of CT, it has been shown to be reasonably insensitive in
staging prostate cancer with a reported accuracy less than 60%. While transrectal
sonography can depict intrinsic prostatic abnormalities, its sensitivity and specificity
remain disappointingly low. Certainly, its ability to stage prostate cancer is limited to the
capsule. MR imaging, using the body coil, was shown to be accurate in staging cancer
with sensitivity and specificity near 70%. To fully stage cancer, two orthogonal T2weighted sequences are needed. True coronal and axial orientations to the long axis of
the prostate are preferred since they allow right and left comparison. Utilizing
specialized endorectal coils, others and we have shown a remarkable ability to stage
disease that is superior to that achieved with the body coil ranging from 80-90%. Over
90% of extensions will occur at the neurovascular bundles. These are at the 4 and 8
o'clock positions. While both appear dark on T1 the veins are bright and the extension is
dark relative to the fat on T2. It should also be noted that the neurovascular bundle
moves laterally and anteriorly as it travels towards the apex allowing extension to
proceed laterally. Apical cancers have a greater propensity for extension. Therefore,
when lesions involve the apex, greater scrutiny of the gland and adjacent muscles is
needed.
On high-resolution images, the lumen of the seminal vesicle, even when empty,
can still be seen. Regardless of their signal on T2-weighting, asymmetry in signal is
abnormal. In such cases, it is the dark gland that is suspected of invasion. Accumulation
of blood in the seminal vesicle following needle biopsy is frequent. The presence of
blood in the seminal vesicle typically brightens its signal on T1 and may brighten or
darken signal on T2-weighted images. Even when blood is dark on T2, the bright signal
on T1 can help evaluate the seminal vesicle. The presence of a lesion at the base that
is continuous with the seminal vesicle abnormality is the best index for extension. Given
that cancer spreads by contiguous extension the presence of intervening normal tissue
decreases the suspicion of extension. IV contrast has aided in the assessment of the
seminal vesicles.
Scrotum
Currently, high-resolution sonography is the imaging modality of choice because
of its excellent depiction of scrotal anatomy, low cost, short examination time and its
lack of ionizing radiation. Color Doppler has added anatomic and functional details to
evaluate the testis and it's surrounding structures. MR imaging is a powerful tool in the
assessment of scrotal disease, primarily because it matches or exceeds the sensitivity
of sonography but boasts a very high specificity. Like sonography, it is multiplanar,
displays flow, and is non-ionizing. However, MR imaging offers superior contrast and
spatial resolution and a wide field of view. Its disadvantages include higher cost, limited
patient access, and the necessity to sedate boys less than 8 years of age. Presently,
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MR is reserved for patients in whom a discrepancy between the clinical assessment and
the sonographic findings exists or when sonography is equivocal or non-specific.

Imaging Technique
The patient is placed supine on the scan table feet first. The scrotum is elevated
such that the testes lie in a horizontal plane. A 12.5-cm circular multipurpose surface
coil or a flex coil is centered over the scrotum and placed horizontally on a 1 cm
standoff. The coil is positioned such that the bottom of the coil is over the caudal tip of
the scrotal sac. The entire area is then wrapped with the table to minimize patient
motion. Ensure that the penis is angled to the side.
Axial and coronal T1 and T2 weighted sequences are acquired with a 16cm FOV
and 3-mm slice thickness. Series are obtained from the inferior tip of the scrotum to the
inguinal canals and the posterior wall of the scrotum to the anterior abdominal wall. Flow
and fat saturation pulses are not needed.
Studies have not yet established whether the use of IV contrast is beneficial in
scrotal imaging. With IV contrast, the normal testis and epididymis enhance
homogeneously and to a moderate degree. Enhancement persists for a long duration
(>10min). Since the agent is eliminated more rapidly from tumors, they become more
apparent post contrast. However, there is loss of specificity in that seminomatous and
non-seminomatous lesions assume a similar appearance. The use of IV contrast does
aid in distinguishing cystic from solid lesions and allows the assessment of testicular
vascularity. Although the enhancement is usually homogeneous, inhomogeneous
enhancement patterns have been observed mostly likely secondary to ischemic injury or
fibrosis.

Anatomy
The normal testis is a sharply demarcated oval structure with low to intermediate
signal intensity on the T1-weighted images and high homogeneous signal intensity on
the T2-weighted images. It is surrounded by the tunica albuginea that has low signal
intensity on T2-weighted images. The small amount of fluid present between the layers
of the tunica vaginalis follows the expected signal behavior of water. The mediastinum
testis assumes similar signal as testis on the T1-weighted sequence and becomes
darker than testis on the T2-weighted sequence. Intrinsic testicular signal, although
homogeneous, displays the rete testes that radiate from the mediastinum to the tunical
surface.
The epididymis is intermediate in signal to fat and testis on T2. It is somewhat
heterogeneous in signal. The head of the epididymis and at times the tail can be
surrounded by fluid. The scrotal wall is dark on T2. Superior and lateral to the upper
pole of the testis is the pampiniform plexus that is heterogeneous in signal on both T1
and T2.
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Tumors
The overall MR appearance of testicular tumors is dependent upon their
histology. Seminomatous lesions are isointense with testis on T1- and darker on T2weighted images and are somewhat homogeneous, and clearly demarcated from
normal testicular tissue. Non-seminomatous lesions are heterogeneous in signal on
both T1- and T2-weighted images owing to their complex histology. The overall intensity
of most non-seminomatous lesions is bright, almost equal to that of testis. A dark fibrous
tumor capsule typically surrounds these lesions. The ability of MRI to distinguish
seminomatous from non-seminomatous lesions is 93%.

Benign Lesions
The appearance of dilated intratesticular seminiferous tubules has been
recognized and described on both sonography and MR. The findings are somewhat
characteristic on sonography, potentially allowing a specific diagnosis to be made,
thereby obviating the need for surgery. This intratesticular process is associated with
large ipsilateral spermatoceles, is centered at the mediastinum testis, and is contiguous
with the body of the epididymis. The mass of ectatic tubules at the mediastinum is
homogeneous and of lower signal on T1- and isointense or slightly brighter than testis
on T2-weighted images and is identical to that of the ipsilateral spermatoceles on all
sequences. Because the tubules do not enhance with Gd, their conspicuity and tubular
pattern become apparent following IV contrast.
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